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a b s t r a c t 

Background: In recent months, multiple cases of confirmed SARS-CoV-2 reinfection have been reported. However, 
accurate epidemiological and virological data, including genomic analysis where possible, are required to differ- 
entiate cases of prolonged viral RNA shedding (i.e. intermittent detection) from true reinfection. The objective 
of this review was to systematically identify and summarise all cases of SARS-CoV-2 reinfection confirmed by 
comparative genomic analysis. 

Methods: A protocol based on Cochrane rapid review methodology was employed. Databases and pre-print servers 
were searched until 9/11/2020. 

Results: Ten studies, representing 17 patients, were identified (mean age = 40; 71% male). The time interval 
between primary infection and reinfection ranged from 13 to 142 days (median: 60). 

Comparative whole genome sequencing confirmed reinfection in 14 patients (the primary and secondary infec- 
tions were caused by different viruses). A further three cases had strong, but not confirmed evidence of reinfection, 
as only partial genomes were retrieved on primary infection. 

Across 12 studies that reported the number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) comparing the first and 
second genomes, between 8 and 24 SNPs were discovered. With an average SARS-CoV-2 mutation acquisition 
rate of 1–2 per month, in all cases it is likely that the secondary infection was caused by a different SARS-CoV-2 
virus, rather than prolonged shedding of viral RNA from the primary infection. 

In five reinfection cases, the primary and secondary infections were caused by different SARS-CoV-2 lin- 
eages/clades, strongly indicating that infections were caused by different viruses. 

Conclusion: Comparative genomic analyses from 14 patients confirm that SARS-CoV-2 reinfection can occur. 
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. Background 

Accurate epidemiological and virological data, including genomic
nalysis where possible, are required to differentiate cases of prolonged
iral RNA shedding from true SARS-CoV-2 reinfection. In previous
eviews conducted by our team at the Health Information and Quality
uthority (HIQA), no true cases of reinfection were identified [1] . In
ecent months, however, multiple cases of confirmed reinfection have
een reported. We therefore conducted a review of the literature to
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haracterise all true cases of reinfection based on comparative genomic
nalysis. 

. Study design 

A standardised protocol was employed [2] , based on Cochrane
apid review methodology guidance. Electronic databases (PubMed,
MBASE and EuropePMC) and pre-print servers (medRxiv, bioRxiv)
ere searched until 9/11/2020. 
urt, George’s Lane, Dublin 7, Ireland. 
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. Results 

Database searches retrieved 3272 unique citations. Following screen-
ng and full text review (in duplicate), 10 studies, representing 17 pa-
ients, met our inclusion criteria ( Table 1 ) [3 –12] . These included two
ase series reporting on six patients in India [3 , 11] , one case series re-
orting on four patients in Qatar [9] , three case studies reporting on
atients in the US [6 , 10 , 12] and four case studies reporting on patients
n Belgium [8] , Ecuador [5] , Hong Kong [7] and the Netherlands [4] . 

The mean age of patients was 40 (range: 25 to 89) and 71% ( N = 12)
ere men. The time interval between infection events ranged from 13 to
42 days (median: 60). This interval represented the time from recovery
rom primary infection (i.e. first negative RT-PCR test) to the onset of
he secondary infection (i.e. first documented symptoms or first RT-PCR
ositive test in asymptomatic cases); when detailed information was not
rovided, the time interval reported by study authors was used. Across
ll cases, severity ranged from asymptomatic to severe on both primary
nfection and on reinfection. There was one fatality [4] which occurred
n a patient who was severely immunocompromised. All other patients
ppeared to be immunocompetent. Of the four studies that reported cy-
le threshold (Ct) values from both episodes of infection, three patients
ad lower Ct values on reinfection [3 , 4] and two had higher Ct values
6 , 10] . 

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) confirmed that primary and sec-
ndary infections were caused by different viruses in 14 cases, although
he degree of separation between infections varied ( Table 1 ). Three ap-
arent reinfections could not be confirmed by sequencing due to in-
ufficient genetic material extracted from the primary infection (partial
enomes). However, genetic evidence consistent with reinfection was
till present. 

With the exception of one study [9] , all confirmed cases included a
uantification of the number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
omparing primary and secondary infections (range: eight [11] to 24
7] differences, Table 1 ). In addition, five studies presented stronger
vidence of reinfection through phylogenetic analysis; in each case the
rimary and secondary infections belonged to different SARS-CoV-2 lin-
ages or clades [5 , 7 , 8 , 10 , 11] . 

Mutations that result in the D614G amino acid change in the spike
rotein were present on reinfection in four studies [7 , 9 , 10 , 12] . Addi-
ionally, rare mutations leading to an amino acid (AA) change in a single
iral lineage were identified in some studies, such as NSP6 and L142F
7] . 

In terms of antibody testing, only two studies performed IgG testing
t both infection events. In the first case, anti-SARS-CoV-2 IgG was not
etected at primary infection, or at four days post-symptom onset; how-
ver, IgG was detected at reinfection and 30 days post-symptom onset
5] . The timing of testing may have impacted the findings, however,
s the first sample may have been taken prior to seroconversion tak-
ng place. In the second case, anti-SARS-CoV-2 IgG was not detected at
he initial infection, or at 10 days post-symptom onset [7] . However,
eroconversion occurred following the reinfection event, with IgG not
etected at serial testing on days 1–3 post-hospitalisation, but detected
n day five post-hospitalisation. No study investigated neutralising an-
ibody profiles or cell-mediated immunity. 

Only one study assessed the rate of reinfection [9] . In this study,
otential reinfection cases were identified among a larger cohort of
33,266 laboratory-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infections. The authors es-
imated the risk of reinfection to be 0.01% (95% CI: 0.01–0.02%). 

. Discussion 

While clinical and epidemiological factors are important in the as-
essment of possible SARS-CoV-2 reinfections, comparative genomic
2 
nalysis provides the best evidence. This review identified 14 individual
atients with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 reinfection. 

Strong evidence of reinfection exists if sequences recovered from the
wo infectious events belong to different genetic clades or lineages [13] .
owever, even if viral strains are from the same clade or lineage, differ-
nces in the number of SNPs may indicate different viruses. The virus
s known to mutate by 1–2 nucleotides per month [14] . Therefore, if
nfecting viruses differ by more mutations than this over a given time-
rame, it increases the likelihood that the infections are from genuinely
ifferent origins, rather than a virus that has evolved in the setting of
 persistent infection. All reinfections in this review recorded a greater
umber of mutations than would have been expected to occur through
atural viral evolution. 

The analysis of specific genetic mutations provides additional insight
nto reinfection events, such as mutations that result in the D614G AA
hange in spike protein. The D614G AA change was found on reinfec-
ion in four studies [7 , 9 , 10 , 12] . This AA change defines the SARS-CoV-
 variant with greater replicative fitness [15] and is now present in
ost circulating SARS-CoV-2 lineages [7] . Another genetic variation,
2882T > G (S:N440K) within the receptor-binding domain of the spike
rotein which possibly confers resistance to neutralising antibodies, was
etected in one study [3] . The presence of rare mutations, based on
ublished sequence data, strengthens the case for reinfection. In the
tudy by To et al. [7] , the secondary genome also contained the mu-
ation NSP6 L142F, which was only rarely reported (only 0.009% of
enomes deposited into GISAID contained this mutation on 20/8/2020
16] ). 

One of the primary limitations of included studies was their inability
o definitively exclude false-positive RT-PCR results, either at primary or
econdary infection events. While RT-PCR testing is the operational gold
tandard for SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis [17] , technical problems at some
oint during the testing process may result in false-positives. Indeed, the
roblem of contamination can be a real concern; for example, the CDC in
he US had to withdraw SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR testing kits in March 2020
fter a high rate of false-positives due to reagent contamination [18] .
onetheless, the fact that SARS-CoV-2 WGS requires a given sample to
e processed – typically in separate pathways – from the primary sample
t least twice, the risk of false positive results, if not contamination, is
ignificantly reduced if not eliminated. 

Methods to exclude false-positive RT-PCR results across studies in-
luded excluding RT-PCR results with high Ct values and/or using cut-
ffs for the interval between infection events. All patients had a mini-
um interval of 45 days, except one patient who developed symptoms

ust 13 days after initial recovery [11] . Study authors suggested that
his patient’s primary infection may have occurred days to weeks before
is first positive RT-PCR test, as he was asymptomatic. However, the
isk of contamination must be considered, especially when clinical or
pidemiological data suggest otherwise. 

Another limitation of our findings is the inability to calculate a
opulation-level reinfection rate due to the extremely low number of
onfirmed reinfections identified. As confirmation of reinfection neces-
itates WGS of both events, our findings may represent a significant un-
erestimation of all reinfections. Nonetheless, these data suggest that
einfections can occur, but are a rare phenomenon, suggesting strong
rotective immunity following primary infection. 

The phenomenon of SARS-CoV-2 reinfection has significant policy
mplications and suggests that immunity following primary SARS-CoV-
 infection is not universal. Although there were no documented cases of
nward transmission from these reinfected cases, knowledge is evolving.
nfection prevention and control, isolation and contact tracing consid-
rations are not likely to differ for the reinfections compared with the
rimary infection. 
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Table 1 

Summary of included studies. 

Author, Study type Patient demographics Location Severity of illness Interval between 
infection events a 

Whole genome sequencing differentiation 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms Lineage/ clade comparison 

Abu-Raddad 2020 [9] 

Case series ( N = 4 
reinfection cases out of 

a cohort of N = 133,266 

infections) 

Patient 1: 25–29 year 

old male 

Qatar Most patients asymptomatic b , 

however clinical course of 

the reinfection cases not 

reported 

Patient 1: 45 days N = 2 patients: due to “multiple 

changes in allele frequency ” and 

presence of the D614G mutation 

(23403bp A > G) considered 

confirmed reinfection cases by 

study authors) 

N = 2 patients: presence of D614G 

mutation considered ‘supportive’ 

evidence by study authors 

N/R 

Patient 2: 40-44 year 

old male 

Patient 2: 70 days 

Patient 3: 45-49 year 

old female 

Patient 3: 87 days 

Patient 4: 25-29 year 

old male 

Patient 4: 54 days 

Goldman 2020 [10] 

Case study 

60-69 year old male United 

States 

Severe initial infection with 

hospitalisation, mild on 

reinfection 

118 days 10 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

1st infection: clade 19B, 2nd 

infection: clade 20A 

Gupta 2020 [3] 

Case series ( N = 2) 

Patient 1: 25 year old 

male 

India Patient 1: Asymptomatic on 

initial infection and 

reinfection 

Patient 1: 108 days Patient 1: 9 nucleotide differences 

(confirmed reinfection) 

N/R 

Patient 2: 28 year old 

female 

India Patient 2: Asymptomatic on 

initial infection and 

reinfection 

Patient 2: 111 days Patient 2: 10 nucleotide differences 

(confirmed reinfection) 

Larson 2020 [12] 

Case study 

42 year old male United 

States 

Mild initial infection, severe 

reinfection 

51 days ʻSeveral variations’ noted, however 

only partial genome recovered from 

1st infection (supportive evidence) 

2nd infection: Lineage B.1.26 (not 

available for 1st infection) 

Mulder 2020 [4] 

Case study 

89 year old female The 

Netherlands 

Severe initial infection, more 

severe reinfection and 

subsequent death 

59 days 10 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

Sequences did not cluster in 

phylogenetic tree 

Prado-Vivar 2020 [5] 

Case study 

46 year old male Ecuador Mild initial infection, more 

severe reinfection 

63 days 18 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

1st infection: lineage B.1.p9 lineage, 

clade 20A 

2nd infection: lineage A.1.1, clade 19B 

Shastri 2020 [11] 

Case series ( n = 4) 

Patient 1: 27 year old 

male 

India Patient 1: Mild initial 

infection, mild/moderate 

reinfection 

Patient 1: 60 days 8 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

3 patients infected on both occasions 

with lineage B.1.1, clade A2a 

One patient had a shift in lineage 

from B.1 to B 

In terms of subclades, one patient 

clustered in different subclades on 

reinfection 

Patient 2: 31 year old 

male 

Patient 2: Asymptomatic 

initial infection, mild 

reinfection 

Patient 2: 59 days 9 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

Patient 3: 27 year old 

male 

Patient 3: Asymptomatic 

initial infection, mild 

reinfection 

Patient 3: 13 days 9 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

Patient 4: 24 year old 

female 

Patient 4: Mild initial 

infection, mild/moderate 

reinfection 

Patient 4: 48 days 12 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

Tillett 2020 [6] 

Case study 

25 year old male US Mild initial infection, severe 

reinfection with 

hospitalisation 

48 days 11 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

1st and 2nd infections from same 

clade (20C) 

To 2020 [7] 

Case study 

33 year old male China Mild initial infection, 

asymptomatic reinfection 

142 days 24 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

1st infection: GISAID clade V, 

Nextstrain clade 19A, Pangolin 

lineage B.2 

2nd infection: GISAID clade G, 

Nextstrain clade 20A, Pangolin 

lineage B.1.79 

Van Elslande 2020 [8] 

Case study 

51 year old female Belgium Moderate initial infection, 

mild reinfection 

93 days 11 nucleotide differences (confirmed 

reinfection) 

1st infection: lineage B.1.1 

2nd infection: lineage A 

a This interval represents the time from recovery from primary infection (first negative RT-PCR test) until the onset of the secondary infection (first documented symptoms or first RT-PCR positive test in 
asymptomatic cases); when detailed information was not provided, the time interval reported by study authors was used. 

b Most of those infected were identified through random testing campaigns, surveys or contact tracing.N/R – not reported. 
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